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Abstract

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) based on organometal halide light-absorbing materials have attracted enormous research interest for solar cell applications due to their many intriguing optical and electronic features, such as large absorption coefficient, large charge-carrier mobility, long carrier-recombination lifetime and unique defect physics. Since the first report on a solid-state PSC with a (power conversion efficiency) PCE of 9.7% in 2012, and a PCE of 22.1% was certified in 2016. To improve the net PCE value more, it is important to elucidate the essential factors influencing on the PCE. This thesis focused on several element technologies to enhance PCE and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) from the viewpoints of 1) the light-harvesting, and 2) the hole extraction material. These studies were performed in order to give a better understanding and insight into the nanoarchitectures optimization for high-performance PSCs.

Although a lot of studies have been done related to PSCs, the EQE values are almost saturated especially in the longer wavelengths. Therefore, it is necessary to find a new way to improve the EQE at longer wavelengths for PSCs. Plasmonics is a highly promising due to its light-harvesting property. In this section, inverted planar PSCs with a p-i-n device configuration of indium-doped tin oxide (ITO)/NiO/CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$/[6,6]-phenyl-C$_{61}$-butanoic acid methyl ester (PCBM)/Ag with and without gold nanoislands (Au NIs) were prepared. The results demonstrated that the Au NIs increased the PCE to 5.1%, almost twice that of the samples without Au NIs. This result is due to the excitation of surface plasmons. Furthermore, we observed an enhancement of EQE at wavelengths shorter than the plasmon resonance. It is speculated that the plasmolectric potential effect may contribute to the enhancement of EQE at the off-resonance region.

A hole-extracting layer (HEL) is a key material which affects device performances of PSCs. CoO$_x$ is a promising HEL for inverted planar PSCs with a p-i-n device configuration of ITO/CoO$_x$/CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$/PCBM/Ag. The devices fabricated according to a simple solution procedure showed the best photovoltaic PCE 14.5%, which is significantly superior to those fabricated with traditional HEL such as PEDOT:PSS (12.2%), NiO$_x$ (10.2%) and CuO$_x$ (9.4%), under the same experimental conditions. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and the corresponding PL lifetime of perovskite deposited on varied HEL films were measured to obtain the hole-extracting characteristics, for which the hole-extracting times consistent with the trend of their PCE. The reproducibility and endurance of those devices were examined to show the outstanding long-term stability of the devices made of metal oxide HEL, for which the CoO$_x$ device still had PCE ~12% for over 1000 h.

Keywords: Localized surface plasmon, Perovskite solar cells, Nickel Oxide, Pulsed laser deposition, Cobalt oxide, Hole-extraction layer, Long-term stability.
Introduction

Perovskite (PSK) materials have many advantages, namely, an appropriate direct band gap, a high absorption coefficient, and propensity to make thin films with good carrier transport properties and a manifest tolerance of defects,[1] has facilitated the fast increase in power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of PSK solar cells (PSCs) from 3.8% to up to 20% within 6 years.[2-4] To improve the net PCE value, it is important to elucidate the essential factors for the improvement of PCE. Here, we focus on several element technologies to enhance PCE and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) from the viewpoints of 1) the light-harvesting, and 2) the hole extraction material.

1) Plasmonic nanoparticles for the efficient light harvesting

Although many studies have been performed about PSCs, the EQE values are almost saturated especially in the longer wavelength region. Hence, it is necessary to find a new approach to increasing the EQE at longer wavelengths for small-grain-size PSK cells. Gold nanoislands (Au NIs) are considered to be a good candidate for operating as optical antennas, in which Au NIs strongly interact with the incident light and induce electromagnetic field enhancement and/or light scattering through localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).[5] For the efficient charge separation in the PSK cell, the PSK layer should be thinner because the formed electron and hole have to migrate to the electron transport layer (ETL) and HEL, respectively. However, the light absorption efficiency should decrease, so that the thickness of PSK layer should be thin. On the other hand, plasmonically-enhanced near field promotes the excitation probability of PSK, which leads to make the PSK layer thinner. Especially, Au NIs should be placed near the HEL because the mobility of a hole in the PSK is substantially smaller than that of an electron.[6,7] Therefore, we endeavor to deposit Au NIs in the interface between the NiO and the PSK. Even the longer wavelength light can be localized near the NiO/PSK interface, and light is absorbed by the PSK near the interface via LSPR. As an important point of this study, we deposited a NiO layer as the HEL with two different thicknesses on the ITO substrate by a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) system. We speculate on the mechanism how the free carriers (electrons and holes) path through the p-i-n planar PSCs in the absence and presence of Au NIs for the shorter and longer wavelengths, as shown in the schematic diagrams of Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Schematics of the speculated mechanism of the free carrier (electrons and holes) pathway in the shorter and longer wavelengths in the absence (a) and presence (b) of Au NIs.

2) CoOx as the efficient hole extraction material

Research on organic photovoltaic and light-emitting diode devices has already expounded that PEDOT:PSS is not suitable as the HEL in terms of the long-term stability of
the device due to its high acidity and hygroscopicity. Hence, many inorganic semiconductors, including MoO₃, NiOₓ, V₂O₅, and WO₃, have been utilized to substitute PEDOT:PSS. In this study, we present the first demonstration of use of CoOₓ as an efficient HEL for PSC applications: the ultrathin CoOₓ film was prepared on an ITO substrate via spin-coating of the cobalt acetate tetrahydrate precursor solution to exhibit an effective surface coverage and great transparency in the visible region. The composition, crystallinity, morphology and surface roughness of the CoOₓ films were examined via XPS, XRD, SEM and AFM techniques, respectively. As a result, the inverted PHJ PSC devices made of the CoOₓ film as an efficient HEL exhibit the best PCE, 14.5 %, which outperforms those with the HEL made of PEDOT:PSS (12.2 %), NiOₓ (10.2 %) and CuOₓ (9.4 %). Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and transient PL decays of perovskite deposited on varied HEL films were recorded; the results show the hole-extraction times (τₘ) with order τₘ(CoOₓ) < τₘ(PEDOT:PSS) < τₘ(NiOₓ) < τₘ(CuOₓ); this order is consistent with the trend of their photovoltaic performances, indicating the superior hole-extracting characteristic of the CoOₓ film as an efficient HEL responsible for the high-performance inverted planar perovskite solar cells reported herein.

**Experimental**

1) **Plasmonic nanoparticles for the efficient light harvesting**

   To investigate the efficacy of Au NIs on inverted PHJ PSCs with NiO as the HEL, the solar cell devices were assembled in the presence of Au NIs. As shown in Figure 2, it can be considered that the locations of the Au NIs loaded at the interface between the NiO and PSK layer may play an important role for the PCE by facilitating scattering of the light through LSPR. 

![Figure 2. A schematic of the layer-by-layer fabrication process for the full-structure PSC with Au NIs with the configuration of glass/ITO/NiO/Au NIs/PSK/PCBM/Ag.](image)
2) CoO$_x$ as the efficient hole extraction material

A schematic diagram presented step by step in Figure 3 to show the preparation to fabricate our CoO$_x$ device; the details are given in the experimental section. The right side of the scheme shows photographs of our device viewed from both sides.

![Schematic diagram of preparation of an inverted planar perovskite solar cell.](image)

Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of preparation of an inverted planar perovskite solar cell.

Results and discussion

1) Plasmonic nanoparticles for the efficient light harvesting

In order to optimize the condition of the NiO ultrathin film, we first evaluate the PCEs using two different thicknesses. We pick out NiO with a thickness of 5 and 10 nm for comparison because it is predictable that the thinner NiO as the HEL shortens the path of the holes and prevents recombination between holes and electrons. However, the results show that when the NiO film is thicker, i.e., 10 nm, the cell obtained better photovoltaic performances as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. (a) EQE action spectra and (b) Device performance for NiO ultrathin films with thicknesses of 5 and 10 nm with Au NIs based on the device structure of ITO/NiO/PSK/PCBM/Ag.](image)

Figure 4. (a) EQE action spectra and (b) Device performance for NiO ultrathin films with thicknesses of 5 and 10 nm with Au NIs based on the device structure of ITO/NiO/PSK/PCBM/Ag.
J-V, IPCE, ΔIPCE and Δextinction of NiO 10 nm with and without Au NIs

The EQE (ΔEQE) enhancement ratio of the 10-nm-thick NiO devices was calculated and emulate with their Δextinction spectrum, as shown in Figure 5. The Δextinction spectrum was founded from the difference between the extinction spectra of samples of 10-nm-thick NiO with and without Au NIs. It is noted around the band edge of the PSK that the EQE of the plasmonic device increases sharply. The extinction spectrum wavelength of the NiO/PSK cells with a thickness of 10 nm overlapped with the ΔEQE band in the region of wavelengths of greater than 650 nm, which is because of the electric field enhancement or the scattering effects of the Au NIs. Moreover, it is plainly founded that FF and the short-circuit current density (Jsc) are enhanced by the incorporation of Au NIs into the devices, which cause an increase in PCE.

Furthermore, from Figure 5, we note two peaks for ΔEQE. One of them is at longer wavelengths, which may be due to LSPR, localizing the light near the NiO/PSK interface, where light is absorbed by the PSK near the interface. The confirmation of this explanation done by the correlation between the Δextinction spectrum and ΔEQE in the region of longer wavelengths. The other peak for ΔEQE founded at shorter wavelengths, which is not in agreement with LSPR and direct us to put in our mind another mechanism to explain this phenomenon in the next section.

Plasmo-electric potential effect as a speculated mechanism for PSCs

Recently, the tuning of the plasmon resonance frequency of a nanostructure has been explained by modulating the electron density.[11,12] The plasmonic resonance was shifted to higher or lower frequencies, respectively when a static electric potential was applied to inject or remove electrons from resonant structures. The electrical state of the conductor is coupled with the frequency of the plasmonic resonance. The reverse effect was demonstrated by Atwater et al.—the optical generation of an electrostatic potential due to an optically driven change in carrier density in a plasmonic nanostructure.[13] They noticed that irradiation at wavelengths shorter and longer than the plasmon resonance peak created negative and positive surface potentials as a result of electron injection and ejection, respectively.

By applying this discovery to our results in the current work, we can speculate on the possible mechanism of EQE enhancement via plasmoelectric potential effects in the shorter wavelength region of LSPR. Two scenarios can be used to explain the mechanism: the electron is transferred from the NiO or from the PSK to the Au NIs under irradiation at wavelengths shorter than the plasmon resonance peak. In the former scenario, the valence band (VB) of the NiO shifts to positive values, and the open-circuit voltage (Voc) values decrease. Simultaneously, the photocurrent increases as a result of efficient hole transport. In the latter scenario, at the interface between the Au NIs and the PSK separates the electron and hole the local electric field generated spatially.
2) CoOx as the efficient hole extraction material

The performance of the PSCs through J-V and IPCE curves for CoOx as HEL.

Figure 6a shows the current density–voltage (J–V) curves of devices of four types under AM 1.5 G one-sun irradiation. The CoOx device exhibits VOC/V = 0.949, JSC/mA cm⁻² = 20.28 mA cm⁻², and fill factor FF = 0.755, corresponding to PCE = 14.5 %, which is greater than that assembled using the traditional HEL PEDOT:PSS (12.2%), and is significantly greater than those of the other two metal-oxide-based HEL, NiOx (10.2 %) and CuOx (9.4 %), under the same experimental conditions. Figure 6b shows IPCE action spectra of the corresponding devices.

Figure 6. (a) Current-voltage curves and (b) IPCE of CoOx, PEDOT:PSS, NiOx and CuOx devices as hole-extraction layers (HEL) as indicated.

Charge-extraction property of the HEL films.

To gain further insight into the charge-extraction property of the HEL films affecting their corresponding photovoltaic performances, we undertook time-resolved spectral measurements for perovskite deposited on varied HEL films investigated herein. First, we performed steady-state photoluminescence (PL) measurements to assess the effect of PL quenching of perovskite due to varied charge extraction of those PSK/HEL films. As the PL spectra show in Figure 7a, the PL intensity of PSK decreased significantly when the PSK layer was in contact with the HEL showing PL intensities with order CuOx > NiOx > PEDOT:PSS > CoOx, indicating the hole-extracting ability in the reverse order, i.e., the CoOx film should have the best hole-extracting ability due to the existence of an efficient non-radiative process to quench the PL effectively. To investigate further the kinetics of this efficient non-radiative process, we measured transient PL decay using the time-correlated single-photon-counting (TCSPC) technique with excitation at 635 nm and probe at 770 nm. The PL transient profiles shown in Figure 7b are well fitted with a bi-exponential decay function. The average PL lifetimes (τPL) were determined with an intensity-averaged approach reported elsewhere. τPL for only MAPbI₃ deposited on ITO was determined to be 369.6 ns, but decreased to 2.8, 16.8, 21.6 and 136.7 ns when perovskite was in contact with the HEL of CoOx, PEDOT:PSS, NiOx and CuOx, respectively. Assuming that hole extraction by the HEL is the most predominant non-radiative relaxation path, the interfacial hole extraction times (τh) in the MAPbI₃/HTM interface can be estimated to be 2.8, 17.5, 22.8 and 208.5 ns for HEL of CoOx, PEDOT:PSS, NiOx and CuOx, respectively. Our results indicate that the hole-extraction time of the CoOx layer is much shorter than those of the
other HEL, which reasonably explains the superior photovoltaic performance of the CoO\textsubscript{x} device with greater J\textsubscript{sc} and FF values than those of other devices.

**Figure 7.** (a) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and (b) PL decay profiles of MAPbI\textsubscript{3} (PSK), and PSK deposited on varied HEL films.

**Performance reproducibility and stability of PSCs**

The performance reproducibility of the devices was examined on fabricating 30 identical devices according to the same experimental procedure for each HEL film. Figure 8a shows histograms of the PCE distributions for devices made of these four HEL for comparison. Our results show that these devices were satisfactorily reproducible with average PCE /% = 12.4±0.7, 11.5±0.7, 9.3±0.5 and 8.3±0.4 for devices made of CoO\textsubscript{x}, PEDOT:PSS, NiO\textsubscript{x} and CuO\textsubscript{x}, respectively. To examine their long-term stability, we tested also the endurance of the devices of the four types kept in darkness and in glove box under a N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere; the corresponding stability results are shown in Figure 8b.

Even though the performance of the PEDOT:PSS device remained PCE ~12 % in the first 100 h, it degraded rapidly after 100 h; the efficiency vanished after storage over 900 h. In contrast, all devices made of metal-oxide HEL (CoO\textsubscript{x}, NiO\textsubscript{x} and CuO\textsubscript{x}) demonstrated great enduring stability over a period 43 days (more than 1000 h) and maintained ~90 % of their initial efficiencies with the trend of performance showing the order CoO\textsubscript{x} > NiO\textsubscript{x} > CuO\textsubscript{x}.

**Figure 8.** (a) PCE distribution histograms and (b) PCE vs. storage period for devices with HEL made of CoO\textsubscript{x}, PEDOT:PSS, NiO\textsubscript{x} and CuO\textsubscript{x} as indicated.
Conclusions

Highly transparent, nanostructured NiO films with two different thicknesses were prepared through PLD. Furthermore, the PCE enhancement in PSCs was achieved by incorporating plasmonic Au NIs at the interface of the NiO and PSK. This enhancement could be attributed to the LSPR excitation in the range of 650–800 nm via strong scattering and improvement of the electric field in the nearness of the metal nanoparticle. Furthermore, a plasmolectric potential effect is proposed as a possible mechanism of EQE enhancement in the shorter wavelength region of the LSPR peak. These results demonstrate that the location of NIs plays an important role in improving the charge extraction properties, and the PCEs of samples with Au NIs were 5.1%, which is almost double those values obtained with samples without Au NIs.

In another hand, a uniform and ultra-thin layer of CoOx was prepared using a simple solution method. It used as an efficient HEL electrode for inverted planar hetero-junction perovskite solar cells. The PHJ devices were fabricated with CoOx as HEL and the best photovoltaic performance attained PCE 14.5 %, which is superior to those of the devices with the HEL made of PEDOT:PSS, NiOx and CuOx under the same experimental conditions. The results of measurements of steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence show hole-extraction rates with order CoOx > PEDOT:PSS > NiOx > CuOx, which is matches with the trend of their corresponding photovoltaic performances in the same order.
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